Adrian Cojanu is the Development and Capital Projects Senior Superintendent at CNE Cernavoda Nuclear
Power Plant. Since this Department is responsible also for coordinating life extension preparation for
Unit 1, as well as supporting some preservation activities for Unit 3 and 4, this position means a lot of
challenges and opportunities. Appointment in this position in September 2013 was a natural step
forward on the carrier path as he previously held the position of Superintendent of the Capital program
coordination Department since 2009, as a key player, with a lot of project management experience in
energy, especially in nuclear.
Since 2006 he joined and actively participated in shaping the Capital Projects Department by defining
the process, establishing the organizational structure and selecting people to work in this domain, as
well as coordinating the overall activity. Managing the projects portfolio is a complex task, dealing with
strategic planning, budgets, contracting, supervision of contractors activities during projects
implementation, until close-out.
Before turning to project management, Adrian lead the Communication and I&C Technical group (since
1999 till 2006), having the opportunity to work with a high value team of system engineers; this position
helped a lot Adrian in building a strong understanding of the NPP from different perspectives and
angles, as well as in depth understanding of CANDU technology.
Since 1997 till 1999 Adrian was a system engineer in the I&C Technical Group.
Adrian joined Cernavoda NPP team in 1994, starting his activity as a commissioning engineer in the 400
kV NPP’s substation(responsible for various substation automations and for the overhead lines
communication)
Before joining Cernavoda NPP, Adrian worked since september 1992 till june 1994 in several small
companies (automation for power industry, maintenance and repairs for ships -radiocommunication
equipment, CATV networks - design and build).
In 2006 Adrian obtained a second Master degree in Nuclear Power Plant Efficient Management.
Adrian Cojanu graduated Electronics and Telecommunication Faculty in 1992, holding a Master degree
in Industrial Electronics.

